CONSIDER MAKING YOUR TAX DEDUCTIBLE CONTRIBUTION TODAY. WHEN YOU BECOME A MEMBER OF THE EXTRA MAN ORGANIZATION (EMO) YOUR MONEY GOES DIRECTLY TO SUPPORTING VIKINGS LACROSSE STUDENT-ATHLETES. WE ARE BUILDING A TRADITION OF ACADEMIC AND ATHLETIC EXCELLENCE AND NEED YOUR HELP TO DEVELOP THE BEST POSSIBLE STUDENT-ATHLETE EXPERIENCE.

WHITE LEVEL ($250)
1 CSU LACROSSE QUARTER ZIP FLEECE PULLOVER PROVIDED BY UNITUS
PRE-SEASON FACE-OFF EVENT AT ROCKY RIVER BREWING COMPANY
ABILITY TO PURCHASE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTED TICKETS FOR SELECT HOME GAMES
BI-MONTHLY NEWSLETTER FROM HEAD COACH DYLAN SHERIDAN
$220 DONATED TO THE CSU LACROSSE PROGRAM

GREEN LEVEL ($1,000)
2 CSU LACROSSE QUARTER ZIP FLEECE PULLOVERS PROVIDED BY UNITUS
PRE-SEASON FACE-OFF EVENT AT ROCKY RIVER BREWING COMPANY
ABILITY TO PURCHASE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTED TICKETS FOR SELECT HOME GAMES
BI-MONTHLY NEWSLETTER FROM HEAD COACH DYLAN SHERIDAN
$940 DONATED TO THE CSU LACROSSE PROGRAM

MAGNUS LEVEL ($2,500)
4 CSU LACROSSE QUARTER ZIP FLEECE PULLOVERS PROVIDED BY UNITUS
PRE-SEASON FACE-OFF EVENT AT ROCKY RIVER BREWING COMPANY
ABILITY TO PURCHASE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTED TICKETS FOR SELECT HOME GAMES
BI-MONTHLY NEWSLETTER FROM HEAD COACH DYLAN SHERIDAN
2 COMPLIMENTARY SPOTS ON THE FAN BUS FOR THE PENN STATE GAME
$2,380 DONATED TO THE CSU LACROSSE PROGRAM

FOR TICKETS & INFORMATION
CONTACT CARRIE NEVILLE IN THE CLEVELAND STATE TICKET OFFICE
O: (216) 687-5440 | E: C.NEVILLE@CSUOHIO.EDU